A Well Bred Red
in Modern Spanish Style
Mad dogs & Englishmen is crafted from vineyards in southern Spain where the scorching
summer heat calls to mind Noel Coward’s lyrics that “only mad dogs and Englishmen go out
in the mid day sun.” In the dry, sun-baked vineyards, vines struggle to survive and as a result
produce small, concentrated grapes with rich, intense flavors and exceptional structure.
VINTAGE
BLEND
APPELLATION
WINEMAKER
ALCOHOL
pH

2008
34% Shiraz, 33% Tempranillo, 33% Carignan
Vino de la Tierra de Extremadura, Spain
Norrel Robertson (Master of Wine) & Ignacio Gonzalez
14%
3.62

VINEYARD NOTES
Grapes for Mad dogs & Englishmen grow in an open mountain valley of Extremadura, a
well-guarded gem of southern Spain that has only recently been discovered by the outside
world. Situated on the boundary between the Continental and Mediterranean climates that
divide this region, the vineyards benefit from a unique combination of growing conditions.
During the height of the season, the hot, dry summer days and elevated altitude of the
Plateau help fully ripen the grapes while cool breezes off the Guadiana River and the
Atlantic Ocean balance the fruit’s natural sugars and acidity. When the season shifts
toward Fall, low pressure fronts in the area allow hot leveche winds from the desert in
Northern Africa to warm the vineyards and prolong the fruit’s hang time.
SOIL
Over time, sands from the Sahara Desert winds have become part of the terrain combining
with the deep clay that is locally known as Tierra de Barros. This nutrient-rich soil retains a
critical level of moisture for the vines during the long summer months and offers a high
content of lime.
VINTAGE & WINEMAKING NOTES
The 2008 vintage ended with warm, dry weather that allowed the grapes to remain on the
vine until they had reached perfect ripeness. The fruit was handpicked and crushed into
small stainless steel tanks for fermentation. After fermentation was complete, the wine was
aged for 6 months in New French and American barrels.
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TASTING NOTES
Crimson in color, the bright raspberry nose offers hints of clove and pepper. Rich flavors of
ripe black fruits are followed by notes of vanilla and cinnamon leading to a long, smooth finish.
FOOD PAIRING
Serve with grilled steaks, roast beef, spicy sausage pizza, fresh gazpacho soup, or mild cheeses.
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